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“Money is backed by your belief in Money. Numbers are backed by your 
belief in Numbers. Knowledge in-and-of-itself is backed by your belief in 

knowledge.... and all, yes absolutely all, are indeed private*... 
 

Knowledge is power...private* power and that power is over you…” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This book is your chance to own powerful knowledge! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aldous Huxley’s — “ facts do not cease to exist when they are ignored”  
 

could be more accurately stated 
 

“truer truths cease to exist when they are ignored”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*in every sense of the word private1 

 
 
1 "PRIVATE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary." 27 May. 2020, 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/private. Accessed 3 Jun. 2020. 
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PREFACE 

nowledge is power. Power over those without it and ultimately, power to 
control self; your-self.  

 
You know when people talk about self-control? The story goes that those with 
the most self-control achieve goals, earn the most money, lead a business, 
become industry leaders, highly intelligent, political leaders, etc... Well, in 
self-control, the self that you are controlling is you and you control that self 
with very powerful knowledge. Knowledge is indeed power; ultimately power 
to control your-self.  
 
If you just studied that little bit extra for that test. If you set that training regime 
and stuck to it daily. If you attended those nightly classes. That language you 
have always wanted to speak would have only taken 30 minutes a day. If only 
you had visited that family member just that slight bit more. That perfect body 
is only one perfect mindset away.  
 
The biggest challenge to dieting is not the types of food we eat; it is you 
choosing,  your-self choosing, to eat too often; to postpone exercise, exercise 
too less or not at all... I can’t help it you say. I ask you, 
 
 

“what is I to be helpless of...?” 
 
 

We will cover this later… 
 
What if I told you that you had the same potential as every human being that 
has ever lived (Einstein, Descartes, Lincoln, Federer). What if I told you 
that you could achieve what they achieved and more, with one tool? Would 
you be interested? What if you could choose a career at will, you could 
choose success at will? Would you choose it? 
 

 
 

K 



 

 

 
 
 
The principle challenge in achieving anything is you, is self; your-self where 
you-r-self. By now you are of an age where you feel this, you intuit this; “you 
are your own biggest enemy” as the saying goes. Well, how do you turn an 
enemy into an ally? One tool... powerful knowledge… 
 
Join me, join me on a quest to very powerful knowledge. In fact, the most 
powerful knowledge known or pointedly not known to mankind; the 
Knowledge Holy Grail. This is a knowledge quest; this is an opportunity for 
enlightenment. This is a chance for you to equip yourself with very powerful 
knowledge to choose your-self, choose a self-to-call-you, to choose choice in 
your life. This is an exposé of the very knowledge that has always been said 
to be of the type most powerful. 
 
Knowledge is power. Power over those without knowledge thereof and ‘those’ 
may include your-self; you. Knowledge, specifically that you do not have to 
call your knowledge, may have power over you. (like the water (knowledge) 
is to a fish...) 
 
 

“A new You is what You can recognise you are not” 
 
 

This book's purpose is to empower, you… 
  



 

 

 

PRIMER 

ll workouts require a pre-warm-up and this is going to be some workout! 
Let’s warm-up together. 

 
This book contains powerful knowledge. I want to prime you, ready you for 
its consumption. The best way to do this is to familiarise you with how you 
are going to think and feel while you are reading it. Think about it, if you had 
a great fear of going on a rollercoaster ride, the attendant would mentally 
familiarise you with the hard corners, the 2 loops, and the single corkscrew. 
The more mentally familiar, the more you recognise each turn, each loop, and 
the less scare you experience.  
 
 
In this book, you will come across powerful knowledge that you may fear, that 
may shock you, that will give you a sense of ‘this can’t be true’, ‘no way!’ I’m 
telling you this right now to prepare you. Just like the rollercoaster and the 2 
loops, you are going to either feel a sense of acceptance, enlightenment and 
knowledge empowerment or, rejection, dismissal, and disapproval. Let’s call 
it a ‘belief rollercoaster’ and you are seated in the front seat of the front cart. 
 
When this ‘to believe or not to believe’ moment occurs, you will then have 2 
choices: 
 

a. Disbelieve — put the book down and assume that the author does not 
understand something  

b. Believe — continue reading or re-read assuming that you do not 
understand something the author is saying 

 
The question will always be to you, your belief. When reading this book and 
you come across something you do not understand; is it the author's lack of 
understanding or is it your lack of understanding? That will be the continuous 
question you will face so prepare yourself for it.  
 
 

A 



 

 

You see if you were ever to read Einstein's work and you failed to understand 
a point, would you assume it is Einstein's lack of understanding or yours? 
Well, yours of course but why? Well, simply because Einstein has authority; 
your belief authority. So, what you do as a consequence is persist, re-read, 
study the content hard until you turn a lack-of-understanding into an 
understanding.  
 
I am not Einstein, nor do I have his level of truth authority no, so this choice 
will always rest solely in your hands. Decidedly, the choice that you are 
making is to believe and persist until you understand or disbelieve because 
you determined the author has shortcomings and drop the book. The choice is 
yours. I wish you all the best with that… 
 
Subsequently and lastly, you will also think, perhaps the author must be 
making such large claims to knowledge for fortune, for power, for fame 
perhaps? You will question the author’s motives undoubtedly, and this is ok. 
This is your intelligence working very well, scanning for charlatanism, vetting 
for foolishness, and scrutinising for ‘a wasting of your darn time’! For what 
it’s worth at this point in our relationship, I profess to you right now, this 
author is interested in none-other-than truth and happiness alone. The virtue 
of money, power, greed and glory is understood well by this author and thus 
this author has a choice over them at Will and chooses them not. In fact, with 
the use of epistemological tools in this book, one could choose to pursue such 
vices via more effective means than book writing, though self-evidently by the 
production of this book, this author chooses them not.  
 
This author chooses benevolence, altruism and the endeavour of good deeds. 
This author hopes that the reader enjoys the following book. This author has 
a greater hope that the reader chooses benevolence, altruism and good deeds 
post its reading.  
 
This author is not Einstein though needs you to know, needs you to believe 
that you are! Yes, you and if you don’t believe it, this book is going to prove 
it to you! You have an Einstein level ability of reason and if you don’t know 
it, you intuit it, you can feel the potential.  
 



 

 

 

Join me on a quest, step-by-step let’s journey with our tool of reason and 
discover together, let’s unveil together, let’s understand together some of life’s 
most powerful knowledge! 
 
 

 



 

 

 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION — IN THE 
BEGINNING… 
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ou have been robbed, and you don’t even know it! You are a victim of 
the near-perfect robbery… 

 
 

...here’s your chance to take it back! 
 
 
Have you ever questioned what the knowledge in your head is? Have you ever 
thought to yourself, what is knowledge? Have you ever tried to validate the 
knowledge in your head? I'm not talking about 1 + 1 = 2 knowledge. I'm 
talking about the knowledge that is the 1, the plus, the equals and the 2. The 
knowledge that makes this right, that makes this certain knowledge to you.  
 
Are you ready for it? Our first major piece of knowledge exploration together. 
Are you ready for the belief rollercoaster experience? Hang on to your reason 
because here we go!! 
 
Did you know that the knowledge 1 + 1 = 2, numbers and their operators (+, 
=) are all beliefs? Did you also know that your certainty and absolute 
assuredness of this knowledge is the very thing that makes it knowledge and 
keeps it knowledge? Think about it, if you have been given or have gained 
knowledge, the only thing that keeps it knowledge is that you seldom (or have 
forever ceased) to think about it. The knowledge 1 + 1 = 2, is only a truth when 
you, in the beginning, believe in a 1 yes? I ask you right here and now, before 
all the maths and maths operators, what is 1?  
 
Did you know that not one person in history has been able to absolutely (in 
every sense of the word) define what 1 is2? The only way 1 has taken the 
definition of absolute is by your/humanities absolute belief—not by its 
absolute sovereign defined almighty objective absolute fact-ness!  
 
 

 
 
2 "Substantial form - Wikipedia." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substantial_form. 
Accessed 30 May. 2020. 

Y 
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The divine one; all us ‘Number-ians’ believe in 
 
You think to yourself; this author is crazy; I will not be wasting my time trying 
to understand what 1 is. 1 is just one, 1 apple, 1 cat plus 1 cat is 2 cats, 1 earth. 
My arms touch and validate 1 object and another object which is 2 objects 
total (I call the 5 senses the “5 prosthetics” which we will cover later) and so 
on... Well, please immediately note, it is your certainty-of-certainties or your 
unwillingness-of-unwillingness’ to think about 1 and its ingredients that keeps 
1 knowledge. It is this belief that pumped the heart of the Villain that robbed 
your knowledge from you!  
 
Follow me… “We are what we have knowledge of. We can upgrade by being 

open to knowledge we are not of”. 
 

 
The emperor’s new knowledge. 
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You see, once you have ‘believed in’ 1, all ‘1 productions’ that is numbers 2 
& 3 & 453123452346 are all knowledge children of the father 1. Similarly, 
with the Big Bang Theory. Most who contemplate the Big Bang Theory arrive 
at the question “what was prior to the Big Bang?” Research then leads us to 
the ‘Big’ Initial Singularity3 or alternatively put ‘the Big One’ if you will.  
 
The key-est of key questions is: what is 1? Wikipedia states that it is an 
“abstract concept4” where a “concept” is defined by something that occurs in 
the mind, or in thought and is considered a fundamental building block5. This 
is not the proof and reason for 1, this states nothing more-or-less that one exists 
because it exists—just like the ‘Big’ Initial Singularity! 
 
 

 

The father 1 and its children Numbers. 
 
 

 
 
3 "Initial singularity - Wikipedia." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Initial_singularity. 
Accessed 12 Jun. 2020. 
4 "Mathematical object - Wikipedia." 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_object. Accessed 10 Jul. 2020. 
5 "Concept - Wikipedia." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concept. Accessed 10 Jul. 
2020. 
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Many great philosophers of the past have pondered on this question and have 
gallantly attempted to answer this question 6 7 8  in great courage though have 
failed to slay the dragon. This point isn’t what 1 is or isn’t; the point is that 
NOBODY KNOWS! 
 
Can you believe that? If you know of anyone who can prove 1 as absolute fact, 
let them know that there is a Nobel Prize in it for them… 
 
Deploy your reason here. Did you know that it is a truer truth to recognise that 
1 has never been known over the lesser truth that 1 is an absolute fact? Think 
about it until you understand this.  
 
The knowledge of 1 is a belief! What a staggering revelation and you have so 
surely and confidently used this knowledge, “1 and its children Numbers”, in 
everyday life. “But numbers build bridges, and computers”, you think. Yes, 
all true, the number 1 and its children (called numbers) are all very handy, 
although, that is certainly not the point. The point is that now, in light of this 
exposition, you can recognise that when using Numbers, you are using a belief 
system that all starts (by definition) with the cornerstone genial belief in the 
number 1.  
Yes, numbers are very useful; numbers can build cars/planes/buildings, 
Science, and many other pieces of knowledge. However, it is all a belief where 
the number 1 serves as the beginning, the genesis of the belief doctrine 
“Numbers...” And, yes indeed Numbers is a doctrine9 by definition…  
 
 

 
 
6 "1 (number) - Wikipedia." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1. Accessed 23 May. 
2020. 
7 "FORM | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary." 13 May. 2020, 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/form. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
8 "Plato: A Theory of Forms | Issue 90 | Philosophy Now." 
https://philosophynow.org/issues/90/Plato_A_Theory_of_Forms. Accessed 23 May. 
2020. 
9 "Doctrine | Definition of Doctrine at Dictionary.com." 
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/doctrine. Accessed 29 May. 2020. 
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Of further interest: Etymologically, the prefix ‘doct’ is 
Latin “to teach”. The words Doctor/Doctorate relate to 
the dispensation of a doctrine… 

  
 

  
The Book of Genesis of Numbers. 

 
Now, what if I told you that, like numbers, your knowledge (yes, the very 
knowledge you have in your head) is similar to that of numbers; it is a 
doctrine! Your knowledge starts with a belief origin just like the number 1 
(the father). Your knowledge father has then sired children, a family or 
subsequent generations of knowledge; this is what you call ‘your knowledge’. 
And the disclosure does not stop there. What if I told you that the primordial 
father or beginnings of your knowledge is a fake? It has been erroneously 
defined or assumed defined, just like the number 1! Your knowledge 
beginnings father has been stolen and replaced with a fake specious ostensible 
father that you, yes you, believe in. This fake knowledge then denominates all 
of what you know as knowledge—your knowledge. All of your knowledge is 
predicated on this fake knowledge and that belief is a gene, a radical 
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throughout all of your knowledge. It defines and proliferates your knowledge, 
an entire fake knowledge species!! 

 
The beginning of your knowledge can be proven FAKE. 

 
If you don’t believe me, perhaps you are not a numbers person, well, let’s talk 
about money. Everyone is affected by the mighty dollar. Just like the number 
1, did you know the US$ is not backed by anything, not even gold? The US$ 
is backed by literally no-thing whatsoever. In fact, it is actually backed by 
some-thing, but you can’t touch, feel, taste, hear or smell it. That very “some-
thing” is actually yours and it is willed by your Free Will—it is your TRUST, 
and trust in another word for belief!  
 

 
“In $1 (ONE) we trust.” 
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Your belief in money is the very thing that survives it, proliferates it and that 
very thing (just like numbers) has a grand effect on you. Money is an 
enormous “life controller” and oftentimes dictates your life. Put another way, 
it (money, numbers, knowledge) has the power to control you, the power to 
Will you. Do you think, therefore, knowledge of how it is made (money, 
numbers, knowledge) is important? 
 
You can’t possibly believe this at first read no, this author must be crazy. This 
sounds insane, an outlandish claim, it can’t be true, you are indeed 
cocksurably certain of the knowledge in your head. This new knowledge this 
author is presenting can’t be true; it must be in-and-of-itself fake knowledge… 
What to do? I empathise with your position so... 
 
…at this point in your life, in this book, I offer you a choice: 

a. Close this book, the story ends. You go on with your life, with the 
knowledge in your head and do/believe whatever you want to or; 

b. Read on, you remain zealous, lucid, sceptical, intellectually 
captivated and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes.  

 
Remember, all I’m offering is the truth, nothing more... 
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YOUR KNOWLEDGE HAS BEEN STOLEN 

“Knowledge is power” 
 
Knowledge is power, power over those without knowledge. Knowledge 
resides in your Mind and your Mind is you, your knowledge. So, knowledge 
is power and thus knowledge that you do not have, that you do not understand 
is potential for power over you. The knowledge you do not have is knowledge 
that can be used to control you. 
 

  
“We all have Free Will to make choices. What we Understand, we may 

choose. What ‘Over-stands’ us, may choose us…” 
 
 
Wait a minute...all of your knowledge is chosen by you, right? So, why 
wouldn’t you choose powerful knowledge? Why wouldn’t you choose the 
knowledge that can potentially control you or have power over you? Let me 
give you two powerful analogies that explain Overstood/Understood 
knowledge. The two analogies are used throughout this book and involve a 
fish and a hook, a fish and water. The question in both analogies is, why 
wouldn’t the fish choose ‘knowledge of hook’ or ‘knowledge of water’? Both 
hook and water do just so much to fish and fish does not choose either... 
Well, you - and Mr Fish - do not choose it because you are not aware of it, 
you do not understand it. The fish does not have knowledge of hook in order 
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to make a choice for/against hook. This ‘Overstood’ knowledge of hook (and 
a little bit of bait, of course) acts on the fish, fates the fish, impels or agents 
the fish denying the Free Will of the fish, Will-ing the fish. Like a hook to 
fish, our ‘Overstood’ knowledge chooses and wills us! 
 
Explaining your Overstood knowledge to you is like explaining hook to a fish. 
This is going to be challenging although I am up for it, are you? A small fable 
if you will; another example of Overstood knowledge for a fish. 
 

“Two young fish swim by an elderly fish and one of the fish say, “morning 
sir”, to which the elderly fish responds, “morning kids, isn’t the water 

beautiful today”. The two fish turn to each other and say, “what water?” 
 
Like the fish, you were born into and live in a sea of the unknown knowledge 
water, wherein your case the water is unknown or ‘Overstood’ knowledge. 
You did not make it, you did not derive it, you were simply born into it and 
even if you have some knowledge of it, you just accept it. Now the big question 
is; is it therefore your knowledge?  
 
Such as stated in the introduction and like water to fish, the knowledge ‘gene’ 
(the father) 1 and its knowledge species ‘numbers’ (2, 3, 4, 4523462 and so 
on…) was not created by you, from within you no. It was taught to you, you 
were schooled (pun intended). Specifically, you learnt this knowledge, you 
inherited this knowledge, this is your sea that is your ‘sea of knowledge’. 
Further, like water to a fish you have not thought about this knowledge origin. 
You have ceased to think about its genesis, that is the number 1 or let’s say a 
water particle for a fish. It is thus firmly planted in your head as absolute 
knowledge or perhaps a ‘knowledge ordinate’. Ok, is this your - pointedly your 
- knowledge? Or is it knowledge that has been placed in your head, that you 
have been made aware of or told is factual absolute knowledge? Think about 
it... 
 
Now if it is your knowledge, you understand it and choose it at Will. If it is 
not your knowledge, it Overstands you and chooses you, denying you of your 
Free Will. As mentioned, there has not been one great mind of the past that 
successfully defined 1 absolutely. Is Numbers thus your knowledge? Did you 
choose it? 
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Allow me to assist you and thus bluntly state to you, the knowledge 1 and 
subsequent knowledge numbers is not your knowledge. And, neither is $1 and 
subsequent knowledge money. It is not your money; you cannot say it is yours 
and you do not control it and it is your belief and only your belief that 
maintains its value. You were born into both number and money knowledge 
systems. Both numbers and money are examples of the prevalent water that 
you the fish are submerged in yet do not understand. You think; no, you are 
so cocksure (yes that’s a word), that numbers is your knowledge and numbers 
are absolute irrefutable knowledge. You think and are so cocksurably sure that 
money serves you well and you, your knowledge, your profession and your 
labour determine it… Well, let me tell you (and prove to you in this book), 
that it is this certainty of yours that survives the erroneous knowledge of 
numbers and money. You think that numbers and money are servant to you 
when in-a-greater-provable-fact, you are a servant, yes you are in servitude to 
knowledge numbers, the knowledge money and knowledge in-and-of-itself!... 
Money and number have power over you!  
 
Think about it, if I placed $10million in your bank account would your life 
change? Most could easily say it would change one’s life by 90%+. Can we 
agree that you are in its control? Your ‘Free Will’ is primarily (at least 90%+) 
willed by money and it all proliferates from your belief in it, your very 
certainty of it! This is the same certainty that keeps fish from understanding 
hook, from understanding water, what robs fish of Free Will. This knowledge 
certainty (and its agency ego) is what keeps a fish, a fish, and specifically what 
keeps you, the same ‘yesterday's you’.  
 

Our knowledge dictates who we are. We can upgrade 
by being open to knowledge we are not. 
 
If a bush blocks fire off, it does not reinvigorate. If a 

human blocks new knowledge off, it remains in the penitentiary of its 
own convictions and staves off the reinvigoration of truer knowledge. 
To “have an open Mind” means be open to new knowledge. 
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Knowledge is power and there is knowledge that has power over you... Allow 
me to further give examples to expose the position here. Let's turn to some 
wonderful knowledge examples that you undoubtedly would have come 
across—have knowledge of in your head. I will articulate the knowledge to 
you and while that is happening, think about how the knowledge in your head 
compares to the knowledge that I present to you. Also, keep in mind how the 
knowledge I present to you will change the knowledge in your head. Let’s do 
this! 
 
Commit this to memory: A definition of religion is “the belief in someone 
else's experience with divinity”. 
 
As discussed above, for the knowledge called numbers to exist, someone has 
‘believed-in’ or created the number 1 and its counterpart 0. This may have 
been motivated by a divine experience or a ‘eureka apple-dropping-on-head’ 
moment. For you to then have knowledge of numbers requires the following 
three steps:  
 

A. you have accepted numbers as knowledge and, 
B. you have believed in someone else's experience of the divine; 

which consequently spirited them to create the knowledge number 1. ‘1 
emergence’ or ‘the genesis of 1’ if you will….  

C. you have erroneously thought that this is your - pointedly your – 
knowledge. 
 
So, who in the hell was this person who all of us ‘Number-ians’ are believing 
in?? Who is the person we believe had the experience with the divine that 
consequently pontificated the Knowledge Doctrine numbers? Well, 
contemporary knowledge says it was the ancient Greeks. Let’s assume that 
this is the case. Does this make the Greeks the father, the pontificate of the 
‘religion’ numbers? By the above definition, yes, and thus we can state all 
indoctrinates of the Knowledge Doctrine numbers are believers in the Greeks, 
or perhaps believers in Pythagoras the ‘divine one’ who’s self-titled the 
theorem he claimed he invented... 
 
Now, what if I presented you with knowledge that the Greeks did not divinely 
bestow the Knowledge Doctrine of Numbers upon humanity. Nor did 
Pythagoras invent the self-titled Pythagoras’ theorem. A little open Mind 
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thinking on the notion will take you to the Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt. 
Some wonderful contemporary thinkers have discovered an extensive 
knowledge of numbers embedded in the Great Pyramid. This proves that the 
knowledge of numbers and mathematics existed long before Ancient Greece. 
For example, in the Great Pyramid: 
 

1. The sum of 2 base lengths divided-by the height equals π (Pi) or 
3.1415910... down to 1/10th of an inch accuracy! 

2. The ratio of the hypotenuse to ½ the base width equals φ (Phi), the 
Golden Ratio10. 

3. The sum of the 2 base lengths equals the distance the earth rotates in 
1 second. 

4. It is an 8 faced pyramid. 4 primaries which make the visible 4 faced 
pyramid shape and 4 sub-primary which divide the primary faces in 
2. Each of the 4 primary faces have a slight concavity. This concavity 
is equal to the earth’s curvature11…and, can only be visibly observed 
precisely on the sunset and sunrise of the day of the Spring Equinox. 

5. It is aligned to earth's true north and, the cardinal points 
North/South/East/West down to 1/20th of 1 degree11 (where the 
earth's true north is not the magnetic north both the north marked by 
the star Polaris). 

6. Its coordinates are 29.9792deg. N, 31.1342E where the speed of light 
is 299,792,458 m/s! And, meters are said to be discovered in the late 
1800s. 

7. It is positioned right on top of the earth’s landmasses centre. That is, 
the east/west parallel and the north/south meridian that crosses the 
most land on earth intersect in 2 places. One in the ocean and one 
exactly at the Great Pyramid 11. 

8. It contains the dimensions of the earth and moon. One ‘simply’ uses 
the mathematical technique of squaring the circle and the dimensions 
reveal themselves10… and so forth and so on... 

 
 
10 "Phi in the Great Pyramid | Sacred Geometry." https://www.sacred-
geometry.es/?q=en/content/phi-great-pyramid. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
11 "60 Interesting Great Pyramid of Giza Facts - Facts Legend." 
https://factslegend.org/great-pyramid-of-giza-60-interesting-facts-to-blow-your-
mind/. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
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The Great Pyramid should be more aptly named, the “Great Cache of 

Intelligence”. 
 

 
Was this civilisation of primitive, not-smart, unintelligent ‘copper-
chiselling/barbaric’ nature? On the grounds of extremely high lack-of-
coincidence, absolutely not! To a modern open-Minded, this civilisation 
(undoubtedly) had knowledge of numbers and mathematics—period… (and, 
clearly and concisely many other things…). And, the Great Pyramid serves as 
a message, a timeless expression, an immortal statement, or cache of 
intelligence from our ancestral brothers and sisters of just that. A message, 
specifically, to future thinkers! 
 
So, with a little amount of thinking, we can safely state that numbers and the 
idea of mathematics were well-known and used by the Egyptians. So, the age 
of Mathematics can be further understood by the question “when was the 
Egyptian civilisation founded?” In terms of timeline, the Egyptians predated 
Greece by (according again to mainstream knowledge) approximately 3000 
years. The 3000-year BC period onwards is termed the Dynastic period (king 
and queen era) and pre-3000-year period is termed the Predynastic period. So, 
can we state that Mathematics was invented in the Egyptian Dynastic period 
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between 6000BC and 3000BC? Well, no. Further thinking on the subject 
pushes this date back even further!  
If we were to date the Egyptian civilisation by the Sphinx, the 3000-6000BC 
age blows out enormously! Archaeologists have found water erosion present 
on the walls of the Sphinx enclosure that dates it at approximately 
10,000BC12! Some researchers professing as far back as 35,000BC where both 
times the Giza plateau was probably not a desert but underwater! Think about 
it, human beings wandering the African continent 35,000 years ago with 
knowledge of numbers and perhaps mathematics. It begs the questions “how 
old is intelligence” and “why is the mainstream view not in consideration of 
obvious evidence for a greater truth?”  
 
Right now, imagine the idea that monkeys have knowledge of numbers or 
mathematics. Imagine monkeys had the ability to carve a 70 m long 20 m high 
sphinx. They carve it in a rock that is highly precisely aligned geodetically 
true east that serves as a very precise marker for the Spring equinox! They 
immediately assume the identity of ‘much-more-than-your-average-monkey’ 
in your mind, don’t you think? To have such knowledge in one’s head and the 
civilisation to develop, support and pass it on, is a long shot away from our 
ancient ancestors being knuckle-dragging, cave residing, stone smashing ape-
like tyrannical buffoons! And no, there is zero (yes zero...have a look) 
evidence the Great Pyramid’s purpose was a burial chamber for a despotic 
tyrannical toxic masculine dictator.  
 
Oh, another little knowledge piece worth a thought… Contemporary 
knowledge is that the Great Pyramid was built in around 20 years and contains 
2.3 million blocks of stone with an average stone weight of “one ton or 
greater” (there are in-fact stones weighing 70 tons!).13 A little Egyptian maths 
shows that this is a building rate of one block every 3 minutes (let’s assume 
16-hour days) at a structural accuracy of 1/20th of a degree... Good luck with 
that… Today’s leading engineers have been questioned whether this is 
possible today (with no time restrictions and with modern technology). Not 

 
 
12 "The Great Sphinx - Robert M. Schoch." 
https://www.robertschoch.com/sphinx.html. Accessed 23 May. 2020. 
13 "How long did it take to build the Great Pyramid? - HISTORY." 3 Jun. 2015, 
https://www.history.com/news/how-long-did-it-take-to-build-the-great-pyramid. 
Accessed 28 May. 2020. 
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one has answered yes to the build itself - even free of time limits - and thus a 
3-minute block rate is out of the question.  
 
Why and who put this knowledge in our heads? Why is this fake knowledge 
an artefact in our museum?  
 
 

 

It is a monkey’s certainty is what keeps it from recognising higher 
intelligence. 

 
 

A small digression. In light of this new knowledge, we could even question 
the Theory of Evolution with human knowledge as a metric. Think about this! 
The Egyptians had knowledge of: 

a. a spherical globe, 
b. earth's landmass centre, 
c. earth's dimensions;  

and, built an object technologically unbuildable by modern standards… One 
could argue on the grounds of chronological human knowledge, the Theory of 
De-evolution... Once again, this knowledge genesis has been erroneously 
attributed to - once again, the miracle - Greeks14... 
  
Note, the point is not in the knowledge that I am presenting here. The point is 
that mainstream knowledge or contemporary knowledge you have been 
presented with. This knowledge is far from fact and only fact when-and-only-
when you believe in it. And further, to believe in it is to cease to think about 

 
 
14 "Spherical Earth - Wikipedia." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_Earth. 
Accessed 1 Jun. 2020. 
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it—yes, cease to think about it… This is the only way it then becomes your 
knowledge, knowledge that sits in your head. If you kept thinking about it, 
you would have found what I have found, and it is not my knowledge; it is 
just where thinking about it took me. 
 
 

Riddle: What was the tallest mountain on Earth before 
Mount Everest was discovered? 

Answer: The tallest mountain on Earth was Mount 
Everest...we just had not discovered it yet... 

 
 

“The earth was flat until someone looked...the ancients were said to be 
without intelligence until intelligence looked”  

 
 
The constellation of intellect and wonder etched into the Great Pyramid by 
our forefathers is not the point. An alluring one that will get you table talk 
credit but not our point. The point here is the power of knowledge and its 
power over you. What damage a knowledge belief doctrine can do to 
knowledge, your knowledge, when it is believed-in and consequently not 
thought about...by you! 
 
Knowledge that the Greeks invented Mathematics (as opposed to discovered) 
in our heads when twenty minutes of thinking can prove a truth otherwise... 
Knowledge that the Egyptians knew very advanced mathematics and placed it 
in an immortal time capsule for future intelligence to recognise. Knowledge 
that numbers and money are beliefs and only carry value via our very belief-
in-them. This new knowledge gives rise to the need for unveiling a greater 
truth, makes one rethink history, rethink one’s knowledge; doesn’t it? How 
can it not make one want to know a greater or the greatest truthful knowledge, 
once one's own knowledge is proven to be a lesser knowledge? At this point, 
it can only be ignorance that is, a Will (your Will) to not know a greater truth! 
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Oh, I’ll throw another one of your knowledge guarantees at you. Things in 
this Universe can travel faster than the speed of light. This universal speed 
limit is nothing-more-or-less than yours (and its believers) ‘knowledge 
limit’—period. Quantum Entanglement, for example, proves that the speed 
of light is certainly not the speed limit of the Universe15. Albert Einstein 
called it “spooky action at a distance” which should more precisely be 
translated to “‘beyond Albert's knowledge convictions…at a distance”. 
 
 
What if I told you that lesser knowledge is rife and can be pointed out 
throughout our entire knowledge-base? Yes, that’s right, it is widespread 
through the knowledge that you have in your head—your knowledge. And 
further, anything, specifically any other opinion of this is no-more-or-less 
ignorance and knowledge cheerleading—period full stop! What’s more 
splendid is that you do not even realise it. You think to yourself “what is this 
rubbish; I have been around for a while and there is not much new under the 
sun...” Well, I say to you, your response is just what is expected. Similar to 
that of the fish in water and the hook. It is just so certain of its certainties. The 
question to you always is: how certain are you? 
 

Question: Tell me, what causes your heart to beat?  

A classic question of Causality. Specifically, what is 
the original cause that causes the heart to beat? 
What is the Uncaused Causer? 

Answer: Not one person has a clue! That’s right, the primary thing 
that bestows you with life beat-by-beat, second-by-second, is a 
mystery. Common theories of the cause are Myogenic (muscle) and 
Neurogenic (nerves) though these knowledge propositions 

 
 
15 "What Einstein Got Wrong About the Speed of Light | Time." 22 Oct. 2015, 
https://time.com/4083823/einstein-entanglement-quantum/. Accessed 2 Jun. 2020. 
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presuppose an original cause. That is, the theories presuppose a 
cause in-and-of-themselves to then be a cause for the heart to beat. 

Just like if the sun did not rise in the morning; your heart stops, you 
stop. Trust me, there is plenty of new knowledge under the sun… 

 
 
I ask you to join me. I will enlighten you to a ‘truer truth’. I am offering 
nothing-more-than a greater, more enlightened truth by pointing out to you - 
your - lesser truths. 
 
Continue your journey with me. Let me show you some of your fake 
knowledge. Let me show you some knowledge genes, knowledge genesis’ and 
their messiahs, their Fathers that you, knowingly or unknowingly believe-in. 
Be ready, you are going to be shocked. You are going to be rocked yes 
certainly but I ask you to join me first.  
 
In order to begin your quest, you must obviously trust my guidance. Like the 
fish, at this point of our journey, there is no way you can possibly comprehend 
hook and even water. You cannot use your lesser knowledge to predicate a 
decision for unknown greater knowledge of course so you must trust. Like 
your new knowledge of Egypt, numbers and their primordial mother and 
father 0 & 1, money and its principle the ‘almighty Super Axiom $1’, trust in 
me to unveil to you some true-er knowledge. Allow me to show you ‘your 
current knowledge’ and some foundations it is based on, some of its 
assumptions it is based on. You can then decide what is fake knowledge and 
what is truer knowledge. You think the knowledge of the Pyramids, the 
Greeks, numbers and money is big; wait till I show you the rest. You-and-
only-you must choose, take that leap of faith first and I will be your guide on 
a quest to the Knowledge Holy Grail!  
 
Yes, I have discovered the Knowledge Holy Grail and I want to show you. I 
did not stop thinking, I kept contemplating, I asked just so many whys and I 
found it! Knowledge is power and I have discovered the Holy Grail which will  
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give you the ultimate power, the almighty power of knowledge. I fondly invite 
you to join me. 
 
 

 
A rudimentary depiction of the Knowledge Holy Grail. 

 
 

First and foremostly, if you are going to trust me as your guide, allow me to 
introduce myself. I am a Knowledge Archaeologist and will serve as your 
guide, your confidante, and we will quest together on the path of the 
Knowledge Holy Grail! 
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PROTAGONIST: WHAT IS A KNOWLEDGE 
ARCHAEOLOGIST? 

Who am I? What is a Knowledge Archaeologist? 
 
I am a Knowledge Archaeologist. I have pilgrimaged to the depths of 
knowledge and discovered some wonderful treasures along the way. Then I 
reached the Knowledge Holy Grail, yes indeed I did. It was so splendid, it 
immediately impelled me to write this book to connect with others, to share 
its beauty with others. It compelled me to be a guide to others to find the 
Knowledge Holy Grail themselves.  
This is the path I ask you to join me on. I am your guide; your archaeological 
expert, and we are on the path to the Knowledge Holy Grail. Before you join 
with me, allow me to introduce myself and acquaint you with my background 
to prepare you for the trip. 
 
I have always been interested in philosophy, in knowledge and the study of 
‘what is knowledge’ called epistemology. I have always had a feeling that 
knowledge is very important, but like most of us had never spent much time 
thinking about it. Our lives are just too busy, right? Well, one day I discovered 
that our “lives are too busy” primarily due to the knowledge we have in our 
head. Then I discovered that when you change that knowledge, life can 
become either more-or-less busy. Did you read that correctly? Specifically, I 
discovered that you can change the knowledge in your head that determines 
whether you have a busy day!! I was blown away by this discovery. 
Knowledge is just so powerful in-truth, so-much-so that it even has the power 
to determine a busy or not-busy life!  
 

Believe it or not. The WHO logo and the symbol on 
the side of most ambulances (the helix and staff) is a 
symbol for apex health which means ‘the greatest 
health is health of the mind and its knowledge’. 
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The greatest health is health of the Mind. 

I chose a not busy life which gave me time, liberty, where I could think 
whatever I wanted to think. I do not believe that when one gets time to oneself, 
one's mind suffers from idleness and “an idle mind is NOT suffering and is 
not the devil’s playground”. I believe an idle mind is opportunity. And so, I 
began my journey into trying to find out ‘what is knowledge’. I spent years 
journeying and digging through all different types of knowledge and oh yes, 
there is a colossal amount.  
 
Like a good archaeologist, I remained patient. I feathered with a fine brush not 
to tamper the very knowledge I was unveiling and ultimately, just kept 
journeying onward and inwards. Over the years, I built up a treasure chest of 
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knowledge trinkets, knowledge artefacts that I documented and stored in my 
mind (my museum).  
Oftentimes during a quest, I would hit a dead-end, I would hit adversity feeling 
an overwhelming sense of despair, disorientation and defeat. With zealous 
persistence, I eventually recognised this cyclic process and learnt to throw 
myself in another direction, another quest into the unknown endeavouring to 
just keep going. I remained certain I would unearth more treasures and that I 
did. A wildcard but ultimately progressive approach. 
 
For the archaeologist stereotype Indiana Jones, this was a very simple and 
selfish process though for a husband, father of two, friend and loved family 
member this is quite the delicate dance. You see, being a knowledge 
archaeologist is not easy when you have loved ones that depend on your 
presence and I don't just mean your physical presence. Knowledge 
archaeology takes you on immediate adventures—yes like Indiana Jones 
though not geological but mere mental adventures. I could not just jump out 
of my classroom window, throw on my high-crowned wide-brimmed Sable 
Fedora cowboy hat, jump in a quad-prop plane and plot red lines across a 
vintage world map. Instead, it all happens in your study or in my case, my fit-
for-purpose-reading/writing armchair in my living room...  
 
Mental adventurers certainly come with their challenges. I would throw 
myself into an adventure - in my living room chair – where, for example, I 
would be in the middle of unearthing a valuable treasure, perhaps even a 
masterpiece when BANG, “dad!”, “yes honey”, “my finger is sore''; your 
adventure pauses just like you would pause a movie or awaken from a dream. 
Oh, you have to get so good at this and a little person's challenges are as real 
as yours. Your progress is immediately paused, your context is broken, your 
archaeological cadence is lost. At some point, you recognise this and realise 
you can choose Indiana Jones selfish solitudinous - at all cost – archaeology; 
or, you can choose loved-ones, community, friends and family. I chose both, 
to get the balance right and, I discovered this virtue greatly helped me both as 
a knowledge archaeologist and father/husband/friend. The situation forced me 
to understand the knowledge that made this virtue work, it was in-and-of-itself 
another dig-site where the treasure was the knowledge that enabled this divine 
balance. Bring it on! 
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This was a challenging time for me. Unlike the hedonist Indiana Jones (with 
respect Indi), I spent many years at this dig-site in frustration trying to find 
the balance between life and my knowledge archaeology. As mentioned, I 
used a very fine brush with delicate strokes to unearth this classic knowledge 
piece and eventually, I did. The treasure - once again - was knowledge, 
knowledge that I had not thought about. Knowledge that I did not have; it was 
splendid. The moment I saw this masterpiece, I was immediately liberated 
from its shackles—I recognised the hook! No longer would I be frustrated 
with a midday birthday party, a last-minute request to cook dinner or even the 
boss demanding work weekends. No longer would I be angry when my little 
son would so-often ‘spill the milk’. This artefact liberated me from all the 
emotional roller coaster rides. I was free, I was no longer busy, I had time and 
time I created, I chose at will, my Will.  
 
What was this artifact, this knowledge? Where did I find it and who put it 
there? Well, I found it in the dig-site of my own head, my own museum. The 
knowledge was self-recognition and, void of seeing it; I would ride ‘emotional 
rollercoaster’ cycles; the same daily/weekly/monthly cycles, that is Samsaric 
Cycles16. I found that it was placed there by culture. It was an ordinance, a 
convention, a programmed habit that I had no control over—until I recognised 
it! I was the Fish and now I could see the hook! 
 
This was an enormous moment for me as a Knowledge Archaeologist. 
Discovering knowledge to recognise self, myself, to be able to recognise what 
one is and the daily cycles that you ride is powerful knowledge. If you can 
recognise the precursors that trigger the onset of an action, an animate of you 
and the subsequent you in animation, you can choose it. If you fail to recognise 
it, you don’t choose it and it is safe to say that it - whatever ‘it’ is, some call it 
fate - chooses you—it Overstands you. 
 
The next immanent question: what in the goodness is this self we all refer to? 
We can be selfish, selfless, self-serving, have recognition of self, myself, 
yourself and so on...but I ask,  

 
 
16 "Samsara (Hinduism) - Berkley Centre for Religion, Peace and ...." 
https://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/essays/samsara-hinduism. Accessed 15 Jul. 
2020. 
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“what is self, to be -ish of? “ 
 
 
When looking at the content of something, the ingredients or parts of 
something we ask, what is its essence. In this case we are asking the question 
“what is the essence of Self?”  
 
The study of things is around ‘what makes a thing essentially a thing’ 
commonly termed essence of things. What is the essence/substance/particle or 
criterion of a thing to which makes up or is the constituents of the very thing 
(where the whole thing is the constitution)? Now if you are growing in 
essence, you are failing to recognise this essence and you are becoming it; 
your-Self is growing in the essence of it. Conversely, if you are continuously 
recognising your essence, you are fleeing essence and are ultimately choosing; 
you are the one in charge, you have the liberty to choose your-Self. Yes, you 
can even choose whether busy chooses you or you choose - to be - busy… 
 

 
Busy is another word for servitude, or lack of choice because, who would 

truly choose to be busy? 

This was a powerful knowledge archaeological treasure. One that enabled me 
almost infinite choice by giving me time to investigate the crime scenes of the 
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Villain of All-knowing. Remember the Villain I mentioned in the beginning? 
The Villain of All-knowing is the Villain I mentioned that stole your 
knowledge and your belief is the energy that pumps the Villain’s heart! So, 
this knowledge gave me extensive time to remain on the trail of the Villain of 
All-knowing. I could see his trails everywhere, throughout everyone's lives, 
choosing busy for all, suffering, weariness, meaninglessness and despair. The 
Villain’s happenings rocked me at first and I failed to believe them although 
they kept showing up. They kept proving as truth, proliferating as truth, they 
were a very high truth indeed.  
 
Then, one day during a written discourse with a colleague I actually saw the 
Villain of All-knowing. This is now a common occurrence, but this first time 
was obviously mind-blowing (or mind opening)! This time, his theft was 
grand, his treasure was divine; I caught the Villain of All-knowing in the act 
of thieving…and in his hand was the Knowledge Holy Grail! It was near 
blinding, but I could see it... 
 
 

 

The Villain of All-knowing thieving the Knowledge Holy Grail... (you will 
understand this image later in our journey). 
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My archaeology had hit the jackpot of all artefacts, the treasure of all treasures, 
the Knowledge Holy Grail! I thought to myself (just like Indiana Jones), “this 
belongs in a museum”. So precious, no one museum is worthy of, but must 
and should belong to the museum of all; that is the minds of all humanity. The 
Knowledge Holy Grail has the power to make a person, to shape a person, to 
animate a person, to tranquillise a person, to determine a good or bad 
day/year/life. The Knowledge Holy Grail is to person what 1 is to numbers, it 
is the axiom of all axioms, the cause of all causes, the seeds of all seeds, a 
Super Axiom of person if you will (more on this later). So powerful is its 
bearing, it impelled me to share it with others.  
 
The Knowledge Holy Grail! I want you to reap the benefits of its tenure, it is 
yours to have, ours to share, and powerful knowledge, liberty, choice are its 
fruits. You and your world, your (current) knowledge are absolutely your own 
biggest challenges and the Knowledge Holy Grail will empower you over this 
challenge. It will give the power to choose your essence, your world and truer 
knowledge. The Knowledge Holy Grail will ultimately stop the Villain 
controlling you, ‘fate-ing’ you, choosing for you!  
 
 

“Knowledge is power. A fish remains fish in dominion of the knowledge it 
does not understand...water.” 

 
 
Please note, I can show you the Knowledge Holy Grail at this point in your 
journey though it would be like asking you to stare at the sun, as futile as 
directing an infant to the Mona Lisa. Firstly, the infant would get lost and 
secondly, if the infant discovered it by coincidence, by happenstance, the 
infant simply would not ‘see’ it for what it is—it would be just another 
painting right? The Knowledge Holy Grail is hidden so well in plain sight that 
its plainness is its intrigue, its sorcery, its holy brilliance. It is the very water 
the fish cannot see that subjugates the fish to its Will, entombs the fish in its 
fate. I ask you to journey by my side, journey with me through this book. I 
will show you the path that I took, that navigated me to the grand treasure. I 
will show you where to find the treasure of all treasures; let me lead you down 
the path to the grandest of them all, the Knowledge Holy Grail.  
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Our first step is to acquaint you with the thief, I must point out the Villain of 
All-knowing to you. We must be mindful of the Villain and his antics on our 
quest. Like all good quests, at any point, the Villain can derail our progress 
and can eject us off the quest into the wilderness—where I went many times 
for many years. The Villain can also place more fake knowledge in our way 
to hinder our progress. The Villain is near perfect at throwing ‘tantalising hook 
and bait’ in front of thinkers and gaining our veneration, conjuring our belief, 
resisting our questions or even forcing exit off the quest. Prior to the quest, 
therefore, your acquaintance with him is paramount. 
 
I am a Knowledge Archaeologist and I have discovered the Holy Grail of 
Knowledge. Continue the quest with me, let me show you some splendid 
artefacts I have found; let us quest together with destination, the Knowledge 
Holy Grail.  
 
Now I will introduce you to our quest antagonist, the Villain of All-knowing. 
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ANTAGONIST: THE VILLAIN OF ALL-KNOWING AND 
THE FAKE HOLY GRAIL 

Why is it like this? Why do you have knowledge or convictions, certainties of 
all certainties in your head that you are sure is truth? Well, your true ability 
has been robbed from you by the Villain I have termed the Villain of All-
knowing. Yes, that’s right, your mind has been stolen from you, robbed from 
you by the Villain. Furthermore, you do not even know it because the Villain 
has placed fake knowledge (fake artefacts) in place of truer knowledge—
everywhere!  
 
Walking your mind through the above knowledge of Pyramids, Egyptians, 
Pythagoras, Money, Numbers, the Speed of Light, gives you a proof of this 
robbery. The Villain is very artful and devious, stealing your knowledge from 
you and placing fake knowledge in its place…how crafty.  
 
Who is the Villain of All-knowing? At this point of the book I just cannot state 
exactly who he is as you will not be able to recognise him. At this point, he is 
best understood via his misdemeanours, his pernicious deeds. I can’t simply 
say what and who the Villain is—this is one of the purposes of this book. At 
a later point in the book, you will recognise and be well acquainted with him.  
 
To begin in your understanding of the Villain, let’s take a look at some of his 
doings, let’s investigate his ‘crime scenes’. Let’s take a closer look at what the 
Villain has done to you and your knowledge 
 

RECOGNISING THE DEEDS OF THE VILLAIN OF ALL-KNOWING 

The Villain of All-Knowing has subjugated you to his will, who you are in 
dominion of, who asserts his power over you by and with true-er knowledge. 
That’s right, you read it correctly; the Villain uses the tool of truer knowledge 
against you. The Villain of All-Knowing is guilty of stealing your truer 
knowledge and sticking fake knowledge placeholders - ostentatiously - in its 
place to trap you in belief; blocking you from a true-er truth. Knowledge is 
power; and the ultimate power is power over you; unrecognised by you... The 
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knowledge that I will give you reader is power; power to catch the Villain of 
All-Knowing and releasing you from his power, his principality, and restore 
the power back to you.  
 

 
“A fish remains fish by dominion of the knowledge it does not understand. 

Knowledge is indeed a great power!” 
 
 
Truer knowledge including the Knowledge Holy Grail has been stolen; stolen 
from your mind. The Villain is so darn good that you don’t even know it has 
been stolen. So good in fact, that the thief replaced each treasure with fake 
knowledge placeholders, and you do not even know they are there. In your 
mind, you stare at these placeholders daily, you walk by them when you are 
trying to recall a distant friend's name, a memory of sorts, when you are 
studying new concepts, you are using them. When you create new concepts, 
these fake treasures act as cornerstones, as knowledge axioms that tether you 
to - your – reality. Like what 1 is to numbers, these primordial axioms keep 
you from flying off into the unknown; perhaps evading Cognitive Dissidence. 
Knowledge axioms are categorically important, they are the foundations of 
our knowledge, however, what happens when you discover they are fake? 
What happens when you prove to yourself that a Villain has stolen them from 
you? From your own mind? 
 
Your mind is like a museum, it has a splendour of wonderful knowledge that 
you draw upon and present to the world as you. This is the ‘museum of you’, 
with some artefacts more valuable than others, some pieces of knowledge that 
earns you money, some that keeps a family together, others of history, 
memories and so on… As we grow up, we add and sometimes subtract our 
knowledge collections from our museum of knowledge. We tweak our 
primary displays and advertise them to the world in different perhaps more 
glamourous ways. Your mind is like a museum; your museum of - your - 
knowledge. It is not a wonder a Villain has paramount interest in such a 
valuable museum… 
 
The Knowledge Holy Grail is the most important artefact on display, perhaps 
like the Mona Lisa. The Holy Grail is the Super Axiom knowledge that tethers 
you to your reality. It is the knowledge gene like 1 is to numbers, it the father 
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of your knowledge. But what if we put it this way? A Super Axiom Knowledge 
is the warden of your penitentiary! Yes, you are in a penitentiary of your own 
knowledge and the warden (the most important operator) is your Super Axiom 
Knowledge artefact with all the control! One thing we can assume is that any 
Villain would be most interested in this piece of knowledge…and indeed our 
Villain is. So-much-so that he has stolen it from you—yes you! 
 
Apperception (or Confirmation Bias17) says that you can only see the world 
through your own knowledge; we all know how important knowledge - 
therefore – is…and so does the Villain. If the Villain can control your 
knowledge, he can control you!  
 

 
You only see knowledge of the world, through your own knowledge. image src18 

On our quest, you will be presented with greater more-reasonable knowledge, 
new ‘upgraded’ knowledge that you will look at the world through. Piece-by-
piece, you will slowly but surely acquaint yourself with the Villain of All-
knowing; you will learn to recognise him. In doing so, you regain your true 
power back. Power transfers from the Villain, back to you.  

 
 
17 "Confirmation bias - Wikipedia." 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confirmation_bias. Accessed 7 Jul. 2020. 
18 "Decision-Making: Confirmation Bias – Thinking is Hard Work." 
https://colleensharen.wordpress.com/2011/12/22/decision-making-confirmation-
bias/. Accessed 15 Jul. 2020. 
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The ultimate truth, the ultimate powerful knowledge is the Knowledge Holy 
Grail, stolen by the Villain of All-knowing. The Villain has replaced it with a 
specious fake placeholder, what I have termed the Objective Subject...the fake 
Knowledge Holy Grail. He is truly a master Villain. (Don’t worry about your 
understanding of the notion of Objective Subject right now. We will journey 
to this understanding later in the book. At this point, just remember the 
name...) 
 

There is actually fake knowledge in your head. You truly, 
ever-so-confidently, think it is real, just like the fish and 
water. What the fish actually thinks is its knowledge is 
the very thing that keeps it from understanding water; a 

truer knowledge. The fish is in a penitentiary of its own knowledge. 

 
 

 
You are incarcerated in a Penitentiary of your own knowledge. 
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Understanding the Villain of All-knowing and the real Knowledge Holy Grail 
has the power to liberate you, to make you busy or not busy, to animate/de-
animate you, to impel you with 
emotion/action/suffering/murder/joy/happiness/love etc… Something so 
powerful is deserving of the appellation fake Knowledge Holy Grail yes 
indeed. Knowledge is power and knowledge of the fake Holy Grail and the 
egregious Villain of All-knowing, is the almighty power of powers, arming 
you with the power to choose you. Without it, you are being chosen…you 
better believe it.  

 
“Knowledge is power; a power to choose self, the ultimate choice 

empowerment” 
 

 

 

To pass requires Intelligence just beyond that of its captee. A CAPTCHA 
code incarcerates AI, a cattle gate incarcerates cows, a Knowledge 

Doctrine(s) incarcerates humans. 
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The Villain’s Objective Subject is the pernicious Knowledge Super Axiom 
that has germinated all, what is orthodoxically considered, today’s knowledge. 
The following quest and ultimately this book, will prove this to you. Do we 
all feel busy? Do we all have ultimate choice over ourselves, our essence, or 
do we feel that something larger is choosing us? Have a think about it... 
 
The following quest is to empower you with knowledge of the fake Holy Grail, 
it is to well-enlighten you with the Villain of All-knowing ultimately so you 
can see all, you can make choices, you can be free; mental liberty! Let me give 
you knowledge that will ultimately empower you to choose ‘being busy’ and 
have not, busy choose you. Further, let me give you the power of choice, and 
liberty. Let me give you time to make right with others, do good with and for 
others which ultimately produces community happiness. Let me give you the 
power to choose a Self, your-Self, to be proud of! 
 
I ask you: would you like to choose happiness for yourself and those you love? 
Further, would you like more time to give that love and happiness to yourself 
and others? As humans, is this not our highest virtue? (please may I 
recommend you immediately contact your local health practitioner if you 
answered no) 
 

Do you feel like the Greek mythological Titan Atlas 
with the weight of the world on your shoulders? Your 
top vertebrae C1 is actually called Atlas and 
sometimes your head can feel as heavy as the entire 
globe.  

 
What if you had the power to choose this? 

 
 
What is the meaning of life? Well, I’ll leave that to you to have your own 
meaning though it is of ad-infinitum difficulty to argue that a part of that 
meaning isn’t happiness for yourself and others—period.  
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Aristotle somewhat covered it in his term Eudemonia19. The majority of 
humans on their deathbed are asked about life, it is a life summarising 
moment; a request for life synopsis; a final verbal Will and Testament. 
Perhaps the responses vary in word but not in flavour. That flavour is almost-
always in essence happiness, love, joy and moments of selflessness shared 
with others. This author concurs with this opinion and believes these are the 
principle essence of human or at minimum virtues thereof. The Villain robs 
us of and discourages such splendid virtues! 
 
Let us quest together, through some pillar contemporary knowledge ideas and 
unearth, unveil the true Knowledge Holy Grail in virtue of your liberation. Let 
us free you from the penitentiary, the autocracy of the Villain of All-knowing 
so you can choose not busy. You can choose whether you had a good or a bad 
day; and, you see and can live by a truer truth ultimately empowering you with 
more choice; liberty and choice over...you...your-Self. 
 
 
 

  
The Villain of All-knowing has your brain in his custody. 

 
 

 
 
19 "Eudaimonia - Wikipedia." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eudaimonia. Accessed 2 
Jun. 2020. 
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Oh, and the previous knowledge artefacts (Pyramid, Numbers, Money…) are 
just warm-ups. On our quest, I am going to show you some serious artefacts 
that will surely rock your world in every-sense-of-the-expression. 
 
Quest with me. Let me show you some serious knowledge artefacts I have 
discovered... Let us quest together, destined to capture the Villain of All-
knowing and unveil to you, the true Knowledge Holy Grail; the most powerful 
knowledge. 
 
 

“Knowledge is power. The Knowledge Holy Grail is the most powerful 
knowledge!” 



 

 

 

 
 
 

 
  



 

 

 
  



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

PART I. THE QUEST FOR THE 
HOLY GRAIL 

 
  


